
OPEN GARDENS AND FLOWER FESTIVAL 2013
The Open Gardens and Flower Festival committee would like to say a sincere “THANK YOU” to 

everyone who helped and/or contributed to the success of this event. The whole community was 

involved, so too many to thank individually but all your support was greatly appreciated.

We attracted 236 visitors (plus children) which was wonderful. I agree with Ken Brown that the main

success of the event was seeing how our little community pulled together (the scarecrows were

amazing!) and enjoyed a lovely weekend together. However, the initial objective was to raise monies

for the Church and the results of that are shown below:

The Gardens (236 people @ £5.00), Book Stall and the Donations Jar in the Church made a profit of

£1,308.66.

We are very grateful to the nine gardeners, including the school, who worked so hard and kindly

made their beautiful gardens accessible to the public and without which there would have been no

open-gardens! 

June Stitch and her helpers made a profit of £321.40 on the Plant Stall - a fantastic result. Thanks to all

who dropped off more plants for June to sell.

Pauline Lunn and her busy team, who worked so hard for the two days made a profit of £900.00 with

the Refreshments - another terrific result.

Thanks also to David Duckworth for his efforts in publicising the event in the local press etc. and

keeping us all informed via emails or visits and supplying details to the Weare website, ably run by

Ailene.

I think you will agree that Freeman's notices and programmes etc. made the event look professional

and he confirms that:

The total profit for the Open Gardens came to £2,530.06.

Well done one and all!

Lynne Taylor

Chair of the Open Gardens and Flower Festival 2013

St. Gregory’s Church, Weare


